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ABSTRACT 

The security based applications need sensitive data transfer between different nodes or 

destinations. In order to increase the speed and to reduce the hardware complexity, this 

proposed system focuses on the VLSI implementation of light weight security algorithm such as 

Tiny Encryption Algorithm (TEA) which can be designed and implemented in VLSI to adapt with 

many real time constraints such as memory, high throughput and low delay. The additive feature 

of this proposed system is that it uses Key Generation Unit (KGU) to produce the random key to 

make it optimal for sensitive data transfer in many real-time applications. The proposed system 

achieved 1.5Mb/sec of throughput while compared with conventional throughput of 

0.8758Mbits/sec and also the proposed system consumed 14.918ns of delay. 

Keywords: Cryptosystem, Key Generation Unit , Tiny Encryption Algorithm.  

I.INTRODUCTION 

Secret  key establishment is a fundamental requirement for private communication between two entities. Currently, 

the most common method for establishing a secret key is by using public key cryptography. However, public key 

cryptography consumes significant amount of computing resources and power which might not be available in 

certain scenarios (e.g., sensor networks). More importantly, concerns about the security of public keys in the future 

have spawned research on methods that do not use public keys. Quantum cryptography [7], [26] is a good example 

of an innovation that does not use public keys. It uses the laws of Quantum theory, specifically Heisenberg’s 

uncertainty principle, for sharing a secret between two end points. Although quantum cryptography applications 

have started to appear recently [12], they are still very rare and expensive. Aless expensive and more flexible 

solution to the problem of sharing secret keys between wireless nodes (say Alice and Bob) is to extract secret bits 

from the inherently random spatial and temporal variations of the reciprocal wireless channel between them [6], 

[20], [18], [5], [24]. Essentially, the radio channel is a time and space-varying filter, that at any point in time has the 
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identical filter response for signals sent from Alice to Bob as for signals sent from Bob to Alice. Received signal 

strength (RSS) is a popular statistic of the radio channel and can be used as the source of secret information shared 

between a transmitter and receiver. We use RSS as a channel statistic, primarily because of the fact that most of the 

current of-the-shelf wireless cards, without any modification, can measure it on a per frame basis. The variation over 

time of the RSS, which is caused by motion and multipath fading, can be quantized and used for generating secret 

keys. The mean RSS value, a somewhat predictable function of distance, must be filtered out of the measured RSS 

signal to ensure that an attacker cannot use the knowledge of the distance between key establishing entities to guess 

some portions of the key. These RSS temporal variations, as measured by Alice and Bob, cannot be measured by an 

eavesdropper (say Eve) from another location unless she is physically very close to Alice or Bob. However, due to 

nonideal conditions, including limited capabilities of the wireless hardware, Alice and Bob are unable to obtain 

identical measurements of the channel. This asymmetry in measurements brings up the challenge of how to make 

Alice and Bob agree upon the same bits without giving out too much information on the channel that can be used by 

Eve to recreate secret bits between Alice and Bob. 

 

II.LITERATURE SURVEY 

Azimi-Sadjadi et al. [6] suggested using two well-known techniques from quantum cryptography—information 

reconciliation and privacy amplification, to tackle the challenge caused by RSS measurement asymmetry. 

Information reconciliation techniques (e.g., Cascade [9]) leak out minimal information to correct those bits that do 

not match at Alice and Bob. Privacy amplification [15] reduces the amount of information the attacker can have 

about the derived key. This is achieved by letting both Alice and Bob use universal hash functions, chosen at 

random from a publicly known set of such functions, to transform the reconciled bit stream into a nearly perfect 

random bit stream. Most of the previous research work on RSS-based secret key extraction, including that of Azimi-

Sadjadi et al. [6], is based on either simulations or theoretical analysis. Other than the recent work by Mathur et al. 

[20] that was performed in a specific indoor environment, there is very little research on evaluating how effective 

RSS-based key extraction is in real environments under real settings. We address this important limitation of the 

existing research in this paper with the help of wide-scale real life measurements in both static and dynamic 

environments. In order to perform our measurements and subsequent evaluations, we implement different RSS 

quantization techniques in conjunction with information reconciliation and privacy amplification. Eve can also 

measure both the channels between herself and Alice and Bob at the same time when Alice and Bob measure the 

channel between themselves for key extraction. We also assume that Eve knows the key extraction algorithm and 

the values of the parameters used in the algorithm. However, we assume that Eve cannot be very close (less than a 

few multiples of the wavelength of the radio waves being used [20]) to either Alice or Bob while they are extracting 

their shared key. This will ensure that Eve measures a different, uncorrelated radio channel [11]. 
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III.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system implements the above statements using the light-weighted, secure and efficient block cipher 

TEA in VLSI. It focuses on the block cipher which allows feasibility for the key generation and these generated 

keys are used for Cryptographic applications with reduced hardware complexity.  

 

Fig.1: Block Diagram of Proposed System 

3.1 TEA Algorithm  

TEA is the Tiny Encryption Algorithm which operates on 64 (block size) data bits at a time using a 128-bit key with 

32 rounds. TEA is an iteration cipher, where each round i has inputs M0[i-1] and M1[i-1], which is derived from the 

previous round. The sub key K[i] is derived from the 128 bit overall K. 

 

Fig.2: Encryption Architecture 

3.1.1 Procedure for TEA Encryption 

Step1:The one half M1[i-1] of the block cipher is Left shifted by 4 times and Right shifted 5 times. 
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Step2.:The left shifted block is added with the subkey K0 and right shifted block is added with the subkey K1. 

Step3: It is also added with the constant delta value DELTA[i] which is the multiples of delta, where i represents the 

number of iterations. 

Step4:The results are then Ex–ORed and added with the other half of the block cipher M0[i-1] which produces one 

half of the block cipher M0 for next iteration. 

Step5: Similar operations are performed for the next half round function with the above result.  

 

Fig.3: Decryption Architecture 

Since, the TEA has a Feistel structure the reverse operation of encryption process is performed to obtain the plain 

text in the decryption process. 

3.2 Key Generation Unit  

In secret-key cryptography, two or more parties share the same key, which is used to encrypt and decrypt data. The 

key must be kept secret, and the parties who share a key rely upon each other not to disclose the key and to protect it 

against modification.It Provides  the required key value.Key Generation unit generate the required 128 bit 

key.Single KGU generate 16bit key.Total 8KGU needed to generate four 32bit key values.Shifting, swapping & 

rearranging are the main functional transformations.In the Tiny decryption algorithm, there are 32 rounds of 

iterations. It get the 128bit key value from the Key generation unit. In each iteration, the delta value ―9E3779B9‖ is 

subtracted with the constant delta value.  

 

IV.SIMULATION RESULTS 

In order to increase the throughput and to reduce the hardware complexity & power, this proposed system focuses 

on the light weight security algorithm Tiny Encryption Algorithm TEA which can be implemented in VLSI module. 

By running the TEA Algorithm in ModelSim & Xilinx ,valuable results are obtained.  
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 Fig.4: RTL Schematic view                                                 Fig.5: Simulation waveform 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6: Harware Utilization report                                        Fig.7: Power Consumption Report 
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V.CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

In order to increase the throughput and to reduce the hardware complexity & power, this proposed system focuses 

on the light weight security algorithm Tiny Encryption Algorithm which can be implemented in VLSI module. The 

system employs with a light-weight block cipher and offers low power and area consumption. The additional feature 

of this system is the usage of KGU to generate the 128bit key which still improves the security of data transfer with 

low power consumption & this can be needed for sensitive & secure data transfer. Systems design techniques can 

lower the computational complexity, effectively reduce the decomposing latency and Low Power Consumption is 

achieved. The proposed Cryptosystem achieves a higher throughput rate of 1.5Mbits/sec than that of other related 

works. Moreover, it resulted with Power consumption of 81mW, Current consumption of 46mA & Delay of 

14.918ns. Therefore, the proposed Cryptosystem is very suitable for the area efficient cryptographic processor for 

speed-critical cryptographic applications. 

ADVANTAGES 

 Achieve sensitive & secure data transfer. 

 Key Generation Unit (KGU) is the special additive feature which is meant for sensitive data transfer in 

many real-time applications. 

 Implementing TEA with VLSI in order to achieve Low Power Consumption. 

 Real time constraints such as memory, area, data loss and low cost are properly managed. 

 Significant application in RFID tags, Smart cards, Wireless sensor nodes. 
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